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Save us before we die from the cold, read the email
in Father Zoltan Nemeth’s inbox. It was an appeal
that this Hungarian priest could not ignore. The

SOS was sent by an asylum-seeker, one of 14 relocated
from a refugee camp earmarked for closure near
Budapest to what they say are freezing military tents in
Kormend close to the Austrian border. Nemeth, the
Catholic parish priest in Kormend, a town of around
12,000 souls some 230 km west of Budapest, quickly
offered them shelter in the parish community hall.

“I’m not a hero, it was simply my duty as a committed
Christian to help,” the bespectacled and portly 61-year-
old told AFP in the parish house next door where he lives.
But Nemeth calls his stance a “lonely” one in a country led
by the fiercely anti-migrant Prime Minister Viktor Orban.
In 2015 Orban built fences on Hungary’s borders to keep
out migrants, and changed laws enabling the expulsion
and jailing of “illegal border crossers”. Refugee camps are
being closed while a government referendum in October
urged Hungarians to vote “No” to the EU’s plan to relocate
migrants around the bloc. The ballot however was
declared invalid because of low voter turnout. “Hungary
doesn’t need a single migrant,” Orban has said, warning
that the “poison” of mass migration will destroy Europe’s
Christian identity.

‘I follow Jesus’ (PBUH)
According to Nemeth however Orban’s referendum

campaign, with nationwide billboard posters that
linked migrants to terrorism and crime, had an “anti-
Gospel message”. “I follow Jesus, not the state’s leaders,”
he told AFP, citing a passage from the Bible: “For I was
hungry and you gave me something to eat... I was a
stranger and you invited me in.” The priest says his
inspiration is Pope Francis who has regularly defended
migrants and called on Europe to keep its doors open
to those in need. Upstairs in the parish hall, priest vest-
ments hang on racks at one end, while mattresses and
rucksacks line the walls. Greeted with bear hugs when
he goes upstairs to chat to the asylum-seekers, Nemeth
says a three-year period in South America as a mission-
ary taught him to “disregard religion, race, or class, and
only see the person”. The group of young men, all
awaiting decisions on appeals of rejected asylum
claims, is comprised of Iraqi Kurds, Afghans,
Cameroonians, Nigerians, Cubans and a Congolese.
They include both Christians and Muslims. 

‘Non-Christian’ 
But Hungarian Catholic Church leaders have

remained silent so far about his gesture, with only two
priests nationwide backing him, neither publically, says
Nemeth. During the peak of the migrant crisis last
September when thousands were entering through the
country each day, Hungarian Cardinal Peter Erdo even
said hosting migrants could legally amount to “human-
trafficking”. In Kormend some parishioners have
accused Nemeth of being “non-Christian” or “anti-
Hungarian”. “One even stopped me on the street to
warn that the migrants will kill me as a jihadist did Pere
Hamel in France,” the 85-year-old priest murdered in
July, Nemeth told AFP. In his office though, amid
Christmas food packages for delivery to the parish’s sick
and poor, he points to many messages of support on
his computer that he has received from people around
the country, churchgoers and atheists alike. 

‘With humanity or not’
Media have not been allowed into the nearby com-

plex of military tents but several of the migrants
showed AFP photographs they took of conditions
inside. The only heating is a wood-fired stove, they say.
“One of us had to stay awake all night to keep feeding it
with wood to keep warm,” said the Cameroonian who
wrote the email to the priest, but asked not to be
named. Hungary’s Immigration Office told AFP in an
email that the conditions in Kormend comply with all
EU and international regulations. 

A local refugee rights group meanwhile has
slammed the tent camp as “inadequate and inhuman”.
“The unwelcoming message is clear, it gives asylum-
seekers no choice but to leave the country,” Aniko
Bakonyi of the Hungarian Helsinki Committee told AFP.
According to the official data, almost 30,000 migrants
sought asylum in Hungary this year, but less than 400
have received some form of protected status.

Nemeth says attitudes in Austria, just a dozen kilo-
metres down the road, have hardened too, especially
after attacks like in Paris or Berlin. “But at least the camp
conditions there are dignified. This migration crisis is
not over, the question is how we receive people who
come, with humanity or not.” — AFP 
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As the world battles a spike in assaults and plots by mili-
tants, Indonesia’s anti-terrorism unit is drawing praise
for stemming a wave of bloody attacks in the sprawling

Muslim-majority nation. Indonesia has foiled at least 15
attacks this year alone and made more than 150 arrests, dis-
rupting plots ranging from suicide attacks in Jakarta to a rock-
et attack from Indonesia’s Batam island targeting Singapore.

Going back to 2010, a Reuters analysis of data shows the
elite unit, Special Detachment 88 (Densus 88), has prevented
at last 54 plots or attacks in the nation of 250 million people,
the world’s fourth largest. “Densus 88 has become better than
pretty well any other counter-terrorism group in the world,”
said Greg Barton, a terrorism export and research professor in
Global Islamic Politics at Alfred Deakin Institute in Melbourne.
“They have had an incredible workload and they have
become remarkably good at what they do.”

In the last six years, there has been only one major attack
in Indonesia that caused civilian deaths, when assailants hit a
Jakarta mall and police post with gunfire and bombs, result-
ing in the deaths of three Indonesians and a dual Algerian-
Canadian national. All four attackers were also killed in the
January 2016 attack. Between 2002 to 2009, there were nine
major attacks by militants, leaving 295 dead and hundreds of
others wounded. Since its formation in 2002, the unit has put
a premium on clandestine intelligence gathering. Now much
of that intelligence work is done online, by infiltrating and
monitoring chat rooms, social media and messaging apps
popular with militants.

Self-Sufficient
Few details about Densus 88 are publicly available. “We

built our organization to learn from the enemy,” said a senior
counter-terrorism officer who provided some insight into the
working of the unit but spoke on condition of anonymity.
Created in the aftermath of the deadly 2002 Bali bombings
that killed more than 200 people, Densus 88 has about 400 to
500 members, state-of-the-art weaponry and training, said
another official. It has received more than $200 million of fund-
ing from Western allies such as Australia and the United States.
The unit is headed by a task force, a core of 30 or so senior
members, said the Indonesian law enforcement source. “Many
of them possess doctorates and have specialties like psycholo-
gy and social behavior,” the source added. “They are not like
regular police.” The black clad, heavily armed members of
Densus 88 sometimes seen during raids on suspected militant
hideouts make up a small proportion of the unit, officials say.

Far more personnel are dedicated to gathering intelligence in
the field and monitoring communications and online activity.
There is also a large team of investigators analyzing that intelli-
gence and forensically examining explosives and other evi-

dence. Sidney Jones, the director of Institute for Policy Aanalysis
of Conflict (IPAC), said the key to Densus 88’s success lies in its
intelligence gathering. “They know the radical networks and
have a good set of informers,” she said.  “It is unparalleled in
terms of its ability to understand the sources of possible threats.”

Strategic Interrogation
Densus 88 has long been accused by human rights groups

of abuses, including beatings of alleged separatists and
Islamist suspects. Indonesia’s National Human Rights
Commission has identified 121 terrorism suspects who have
died in custody since 2007 but the police routinely deny using
torture or inappropriate force in interrogation. Amnesty
International said earlier this year there was an “endemic cul-
ture of impunity” in Indonesia’s police service and a need for
an investigation into the “torture” of suspects by Densus 88.

However, Barton said the unit has adopted a unique, “strate-
gic” approach to interrogations that aids intelligence gather-
ing. Suspects were kept at police stations rather than in jails
and allowed to meet their families. “They sit down and listen to
their story,” Barton said.  

“They get them talking and that’s an effective way of get-
ting intelligence.” Despite Densus 88’s recent successes, the
worry is that the militant threat to Indonesia is mounting as
Islamic State fighters return battle-hardened from Syria and
Iraq. The ultra-radical group also commands support from
some Indonesians who have stayed at home. About 800
Indonesians have travelled to Syria to join Islamic State and
169 have been stopped en route and deported, according to
Indonesia’s national counter-terrorism agency.

In the past two months alone, there have been 40 arrests,
and at least six attacks foiled, according to the Reuters study,
which collated data with the assistance of IPAC staff. At least
two of the attacks were planned for New Year’s Eve, police
said. Many of these plots have been linked to Islamic State,
with police alleging they were inspired, if not directed, by
Bahrun Naim, an Indonesian militant who fled to Syria about
two years ago. “These new homegrown terrorists and the local
jihadists have never gone abroad. But with the advent of the
Internet age and technologies like social media, it’s easier to
make bombs and explosives to do operations,” said the law
enforcement source. — Reuters

When her father’s lung cancer worsened, Yin Min, a
51-year-old financial broker from Shanghai, faced
a choice: pay nearly $3,000 a month for an

approved drug or pay a fraction of the price for a generic
drug not approved for use in China. Yin, like many families
in China, turned to the increasingly popular, unregulated
market of online pharmacies, agents and peer groups for
drugs. She bought a generic version of Iressa, not
approved for use in China, directly from a manufacturer in
India. “With this sort of misfortune, it’s hard to put into
words the financial pressure you feel,” Yin told Reuters.

Of 30 cancer patients interviewed by Reuters over the
past year, two thirds took routes similar to Yin’s, pushed by
China’s high drug prices and a lack of access to newer
drugs. The patients were aged between 32 and 81, had
varying income levels and suffered from a variety of can-
cers. There is no official data on how many cancer patients
in China turn to unregulated channels, but research indi-
cates an increase globally in the use of grey and counter-
feit markets.

Liu Xuemei, a 61-year-old carcinoma patient from
Beijing, said she went through a pharmacy agent to get a
cheaper alternative to the approved Zadaxin, while Zhao
Xiaohua, who has lung cancer, said he found a cheaper
treatment through a patients group recommended by his
doctor. Patients Reuters spoke to said doctors often turn a
blind eye to them accessing drugs through the grey mar-
ket, and some actively help them do this. Medicines
bought through unofficial channels are not necessarily
harmful, and some of the Indian generics available online
are approved for use in other markets. 

But they can include drugs that are ineffective or fake.
The reason patients in China turn to these unregulated
channels are largely financial. Low average salaries, a
chasm between urban and rural wealth, and creaking state
reimbursement schemes mean serious disease is among

the leading causes of poverty, creating a major social bur-
den and rising debt.

In Yin’s case, the generic drug she bought was 13 times
less expensive than the China-approved branded Tarceva.
But Chinese also turn to unofficial channels because of
bottlenecks in China’s drug approvals, which pharmaceuti-
cal executives say can mean drugs lag markets like the
United States by 5-10 years. China requires all new drugs to
be tested and approved in the country, but has a shortage
of specialists for this work.

The national drug reimbursement list, the main catalog
of medicines covered by state health insurance, is being
updated for the first time since 2009. That means even if a
drug has been approved, patients can often only access it if
they pay for it themselves. 

China’s health ministry did not respond to Reuters’
questions about patients turning to unregulated channels
to buy medicines, or the lack of access to new drugs. The
high cost of drugs is not confined to China, and there has
been a jump globally in so-called ‘buyers clubs’ - informal
patient groups sourcing drugs via the grey market to help
those with HIV and hepatitis access drugs at more afford-
able prices.

Limited Options
China last year had four million new cancer cases,

according to official data, and the nation’s personal health-
care bill is set to soar almost fourfold to 12.7 trillion yuan
($1.84 trillion) by 2025, according to Boston Consulting
Group. For many Chinese, being left outside the health sys-
tem at a time of need is in sharp contrast to the ‘iron rice
bowl’ concept of state benefits and guarantees for life. “If
we can’t buy the drug in China or we can’t afford to buy it,
then what other options do we have?” asked Duan
Guangping, a banker in Chongqing, whose mother got
lung cancer in 2011. He bought a drug for her from

Bangladesh. China has sought to increase insurance cover-
age for serious diseases, and encourage drug makers to
lower their prices to gain better market access. It has also
tried to speed up the regulatory approval process by thin-
ning out the waiting list, forcing manufacturers to with-
draw new drugs where trial data isn’t strong enough.

But change has been slow. “A lot of new oncology drugs
were approved in the US and UK, but in China there’s a 5-7
year delay,” said Li Tiantian, a former doctor and founder of
medical platform DXY.com. “A lot of patients with cancer
cannot wait.” The overall 5-year survival rate for cancer in
China is just over 30 percent, less than half the level in the
United States, according to Deutsche Bank.

Legal Risk
Turning to unofficial channels can also carry a legal risk.

Leukemia patient Lu Yong, a prominent member of a local
‘buyers club’, was arrested last year and charged with sell-
ing unapproved drugs and credit card fraud. He was later
released after a public outcry. In 2004, after buying a
generic version of Iressa from India, Lu helped set up an
online group for leukemia patients, who wanted the same
drugs he was getting at a fraction of the price of the
approved drug in China.

The generic started at around 3,000 yuan ($435) and the
price slowly dropped over the years, Lu said - to a long way
below the price of the approved drug from AstraZeneca. 

“There was no other option, so we took this path even
though what we were doing was against the law,” Lu told
Reuters before his arrest. Lu declined to comment to
Reuters after his release, but in his earlier interview he said
he never profited from the transactions and only helped
other patients to make the complicated overseas pay-
ments. “It’s because of problems with China’s public health
insurance system that so many seriously ill patients aren’t
able to survive,” he said then. — Reuters 

China cancer patients gamble on grey market

Elite Indonesia police turn tide on militants

Officers of the Indonesian national police elite unit “Mobile Brigade” take their positions during a drill ahead of
Christmas celebration in Medan, North Sumatra on Dec 21, 2016. — AP 


